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Abstract
Using a variable transformation t = cosy for weighted Cauchy integrals, we develop an automatic quadrature method
based on trigonometric interpolation. We show that error bounds are independent of the location of poles. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we study the numerical evaluation of weighted Cauchy principal value (CPV) inte-
grals
Q(wf; c) =
Z
--
1
−1
w(t)
f(t)
t − c dt
= lim
!0
(Z c−
−1
+
Z 1
c+
)
w(t)
f(t)
t − c dt; jcj< 1; (1.1)
where f(t) is assumed to be a smooth function and w(t) is the so-called ultraspherical weight
function
w(t) = w()(t) = (1− t2)−1=2 (>− 12 ): (1.2)
Here we assume that  is not an integer and  6= 12 .
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There exists a large bibliography on quadrature methods for weighted CPV integrals Q(wf; c);
here we mention only the papers [1,2,5,9], where Chebyshev polynomials have been applied to the
case of w(t)=1. Recently, automatic quadrature for Q(wf; c) with w(t)=1 based on the Chebyshev
interpolation has been proposed in [5]. In this study we extend the approach of [5] to the weighted
CPV integral Q(wf; c) with the ultraspherical wieght function w(t) of (1.2). To this end, we use
the variable transformation t = cosy and take the interpolation polynomial to be a trigonometric
polynomial.
The paper is set out in the following way. In Section 2, we transform Q(wf; c) by the vari-
able transformation t = cosy and c = cos x and derive a new quadrature rule for Q(wf; c) (see
(2.14) below). Section 3 describes the practical implementation of the quadrature rule. Finally, in
Section 4, we discuss the estimate of truncation errors. We show that the error is bounded indepen-
dently of the locations of poles c. This fact enables us to construct an automatic quadrature rule for
weighted Cauchy integrals.
2. A quadrature rule
To begin with, we make use of the change of variable t = cosy in (1.1) and obtain
Q(wf; cos x) =
Z
--

0
h(y)sin2 y
cosy − cos x dy
:=Q(h; x) say; (2.1)
where h(x) = f(cos x). We rewrite Eq. (2.1) as
Q(h; x) = I(h; x) + h(x)q0(x); (2.2)
I(h; x) =
Z 
0
sin2y
h(y)− h(x)
cosy − cos x dy; (2.3)
q0(x) =
Z
--

0
sin2 y
cosy − cos x dy (2.4)
and assume that q0(x) exists. For >− 12 ; q0(x) satises
q0(x) =− tan()sin2−1 x;
−22−1 (− 1=2) (+ 1=2)
 (2)
F

1; 1− 2; 3
2
− ; 1− cos x
2

; (2.5)
where F(; ; ; ) is the hypergeometric function and  () the gamma function (see, e.g., [8,10]).
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Now, we rst derive a new quadrature rule for the standard integral I(h; x). Given a continuous
function h, let phN (t) be the unique trigonometric polynomial dened by
phN (x) =
NX
k=0
00aNk cos kx; 06x6; (2.6)
where the coecients aNk are determined to satisfy the conditions
h(j=N ) = phN (j=N ); 06j6N (2.7)
and, hence, are given as follows [3]:
aNk =
2
N
NX
j=0
00h(j=N )cos(jk=N ); 06k6N: (2.8)
Then aNk can be computed by the fast cosine transform (FCT) [4]. In (2.6), the double prime indicates
that in the summation the rst and last terms are halved.
We then dene a quadrature scheme
IN (h; x) =
Z 
0
sin2y
phN (y)− phN (x)
cosy − cos x dy: (2.9)
It then follows from (2.6) and (2.9) that IN (h; x) can be expressed as
IN (h; x) =
NX
k=0
00aNk J

k (x); (2.10)
where J k (x)
0s are dened by
J k (x) =
Z 
0
sin2y
cos ky − cos kx
cosy − cos x dy; k = 0; 1; : : : : (2.11)
Alternatively, on using (2.8) the approximate integral may be expressed as
IN (h; x) =
NX
k=0
00wNk (x)h(k=N ); (2.12)
where
wNk (x) =
2
N
NX
j=0
00J j (x)cos(jk=N ); 06k6N: (2.13)
Using the quadrature scheme IN (h; x) of (2.10), we now get a new quadrature formula for Q(h; x)
QN (h; x) =
NX
k=0
00aNk J

k (x) + h(x)q0(x); (2.14)
where the coecients aNk and J

k (x) are given by (2.8) and (2.12), respectively, and q0(x) is given
by (2.5).
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3. Practical implementation
The rst task in practice is to calculate the numbers J k (x) dened by (2.11) for k running from
0 to a suitable maximum value. Since
cos(k + 2)y − cos(k + 2)x
cosy − cos x =2cos x
cos(k + 1)y − cos(k + 1)x
cosy − cos x
−cos ky − cos kx
cosy − cos x + 2cos(k + 1)y;
it is easily to check that the numbers J k (x) satises the following three-term recurrence relations:
J 0 (x) = 0;
J 1 (x) =
Z 
0
sin2 y dy = d0;
J k+2(x)− 2 cos x J k+1(x) + J k (x) = 2dk+1; k = 0; 1; : : : : (3.1)
Here the terms d
0
k s are dened by
dk =
Z 
0
cos ky sin2y dy (3.2)
and satisfy the identities
d2k =
(−1)k (+ 1=2) (+ 1)p
 (+ k + 1) (− k + 1) ; (3.3)
which we can easily prove by induction (see (3.1) of [6]). To compute d2k+1, we make use of the
change of variable x = − y in d2k+1 and obtain
d2k+1 =
Z 
0
cos(2k + 1)(− x)sin2(− x) dx
=−d2k+1:
Hence, we see that
d2k+1 = 0: (3.4)
The next step, given the function f is to choose N and then to calculate the function values
f(cos(j=N )), 06j6N . Here and henceforth we assume that N is of the form 2n; n = 2; 3; : : :.
Modifying the procedure in [11], we will outline the algorithm for computing the sequence of the
truncated cosine series fphN ; ph5N=4; ph3N=2g.
For =2; 4, let fvN=j g; 06j<N=, be a set consisting of the N= zeros in [0; ] of cos((N=)x)−
cos(3=(2)). Then we represent the polynomials pN+N=,  = 2; 4, interpolating h(x) at the nodes
vN=j ; 06j<N=;  = 2; 4, as well as at the nodes j=N; 06j6N in the form
phN+N=(x)− phN (x) =
N=X
k=1
bN=k (cos((N − k)x)− cos((N + k)x)); (3.5)
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where coecients fbN=k g are determined to satisfy the condition
h(vN=j ) = p
h
N+N=(v
N=
j ); 06j<
N

;  = 2; 4: (3.6)
It must be noted that the interpolating conditions (3.6) are the same as those of the scheme of
Hasegawa and Torii [5], and hence we can use the FFT [11] for eciently evaluating the coecients
bN=k (see [5,11] for details).
Dene aN+N=k ;  = 2; 4, by
aN+N=k =
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
aNk ; 06k <N − N=;
aNk + b
N=
N−k ; N − N=6k <N;
aNN
2
; k = N;
−bN=k−N ; N <k6N + N=:
(3.7)
Then phN+N=(x) dened by (3.5) can be written as
phN+N=(x) =
N+N=X
k=0
0aN+N=k cos kx (3.8)
and the corresponding quadrature rules QN+N=(h; x);  = 2; 4, based on the polynomial phN+N=(x) of
(3.8) are given as follows:
QN+N=(h; x) =
N+N=X
k=0
0aN+N=k J

k (x) + h(x)q0(x); (3.9)
where J k (x) and q0(x) are given by (3.1) and (2.5), respectively. In Eq. (3.9), the prime denotes
the summation whose rst term is halved.
When the coecients aNk and a
N+N=
k are known, the approximate integral QN (h; x) and QN+N=(h; x)
are calculated using (2.14) and (3.9), respectively. If the error so obtained is too large to be accept-
able, then the calculation can be repeated by increasing N as follows:
2n; 5 2n−2; 3 2n−1; n= 2; 3; : : : : (3.10)
Finally, the proposed quadrature method for Q(h; x) can be summarized as follows:
1. Given the number N and a stopping criterion a.
2. For the given function values h(j=N ), compute aNk from (2.8) using the FFT.
3. Compute dk , using (3.3) and (3.4).
4. Compute J 0 (x); : : : ; J

N (x) from the three term recurrence relations (3.1).
5. Compute QN (h; x) from (2.14).
6. If the error is larger than the stopping criterion a, we then increase N as in pattern (3.10) and
repeat the process above with (3.7) and (3.9).
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4. Error estimates
In this section, we discuss the estimate of truncation error for the approximations QN (h; x) and
QN+N=(h; x) to Q(h; x). For the automatic quadrature methods, it is required that the error can be
bounded independently of the value of x on [0; ] and the error bound can be expressed as realistic
values.
To this end, we assume that f(z) is single valued and analytic inside and on , where  denote
the ellipse in the complex z=x+iy with foci (x; y)=(−1; 0); (1; 0) and semimajor axis a= 12(+−1)
and semiminor axis b= 12(− −1) for a constant > 1. Then, by (3.2) of [5], we have
h(x)− pN (x) =f(cos x)− pN (x)
=
1
2i
I

!N+1(cos x)f(z)
(z − cos x)!N+1(z) dz
=!N+1(cos x)
1X
k=0
0VNk (f)cos kx
=−2
1X
k=0
0VNk (f)sin x sinNx cos kx; (4.1)
where the coecients VNk (f) are given by
VNk (f) =
1
2i
I

~Uk(z)f(z)
!N+1(z)
dz; k>0 (4.2)
and !N+1(t) is the polynomial dened by
!N+1(t) = TN+1(t)− TN−1(t) = 2(t2 − 1)UN−1(t); N>1; (4.3)
where Tk(t) and Uk(t) are Chebyshev polynomials of rst and second kind, respectively. The Cheby-
shev function of the second kind ~Uk(z) is dened by
~Uk(z) =
Z 1
−1
Tk(t) dt
(z − t)p1− t2 =
p
z2 − 1wk =
2
(w − w−1)wk ; (4.4)
where w = z +
p
z2 − 1 and jwj> 1 for z 62 [− 1; 1].
By using (4.1), we now get the error for the approximate integral QN (h; x) as following:
EN (h; x) =Q(h; x)− QN (h; x)
=−
1X
k=0
0VNk (f)

N
k (x); (4.5)
where h(x) = f(cos x) and

Nk (x) = 2
Z 
0
sin2 y
sin y sinNy cos ky − sin x sinNx cos kx
cosy − cos x dy: (4.6)
Following the same procedure as in [7], we obtain the expression for the function 
Nk (x) as follows
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Lemma 4.1. (1) Let 
Nk (x) be dened by (4:6). Then 

N
k (x) can be rewritten as

Nk (x) =
1
2(J

N+k−1(x)− J N+k+1(x) (J jN−kj−1(x)− J jN−kj+1(x))); (4.7)
where the plus sign is taken if N − k>1 and the minus sign if N − k < 1; and J k (x); k>0; are
given by (2:11).
(2) Let J n (x); n>− 1; be given by (2:11). Then J n (x) can be rewritten as
J −1(x) = J

1 (x);
J 0 (x) = 0; (4.8)
J n (x) = 2
n−1X
j=0
0 dj
sin(n− j)x
sin x
; n>1;
where dj ’s are given by (3:3) and (3:4).
(3) Let 
Nk (x) be given by (4:6). Then 

N
k (x) can be rewritten as follows:

NN (x) =−2
2NX
j=0
00dj cos(2N − j)x (4.9)
and if N 6= k;

Nk (x) =−2
0
@N+kX
j=0
00dj cos(N + k − j)x 
jN−kjX
j=0
00dj cos(jN − kj − j)x
1
A ; (4.10)
where the plus sign is taken if N − k>1 and the minus sign if N − k < 1.
Proof. The rst identity (4.7) is obtained by the denition of J k (x) of (2:11) and the relation
2(sin y sinNy cos ky − sin x sinNx cos kx) = sin y sin(N + k)y − sin x sin(N + k)x
+sin y sin(N − k)y − sin x sin(N − k)x
= 12(cos(N + k − 1)y − cos(N + k − 1)x)
− 12 (cos(N + K + 1)y − cos(N + k + 1)x)
+ 12(cos(N − k − 1)y − cos(N − k − 1)x)
− 12 (cos(N − k + 1)y − cos(N − k + 1)x):
To prove identities (4.8), we rst note that the last formula of (4.8) is correct for n = 1. This is
easily veried by using J 0 (x) = 0 and J

1 (x) = d

0. Next, we use induction with respect to n. For the
induction step of n− 1 to n we use the recurrence relations (3.1) in
J n (x) = 2 cos x J

n−1(x)− J n−2(x) + 2dn−1
= 4 cos x
n−2X
j=0
0dj
sin(n− 1− j)x
sin x
− 2
n−3X
j=0
0dj
sin(n− 2− j)x
sin x
+ 2dn−1:
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This proves formula (4.8).
Finally, formulas (4.9) and (4.10) follow from the relations (4:8) and
sin(n+ 1)x
sin x
− sin(n− 1)x
sin x
= 2cos nx:
We now dene
n(x) =
nX
j=0
00dj cos(n− j)x; n>1: (4.11)
To estimate the function 
Nk (x) given in (4.9) and (4.10), we rst estimate the sequences d

j and
n(x) as follows.
Lemma 4.2. Let dk be dened by (3:2) and assume that  is not an integer. Then we have that
for any k>2;
jd2k j6
8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:
p

 (+ 1=2) (+ 1)
 ; − 12<< 0;
p

  (+ 1=2) ()(k + )
 ; 0<< 12 ;
p

  (+ 1=2) (+ 1) ()2(+ k − 1)(+ k)
 ; 12<:
(4.12)
Proof. Since  is not an integer, we have
 (+ 1− k) =
8>>><
>>>:
 (+ 1)Qk−1
i=0 (− i)
; − 12<< 0;
 ()Qk−2
i=0 (− 1− i)
; 0<
and
 (+ k + 1) =
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
 (+ 1)
k−1Y
i=0
(+ 1 + i); − 12<< 0;
 ()
kY
i=0
(+ i); 0<:
The above two identities yield
 1 (− k + 1) (+ k + 1)
6
8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:
1
 (+ 1)2

k−1Y
i=0
− i
+ 1 + i
 ; − 12<< 0;
1
 () (+ 1)
1
+ k

k−2Y
i=0
− 1− i
+ i + 1
 ; 0<< 12 ;
1
 ()2
1
(+ k)(+ k − 1)

k−2Y
i=0
− 1− i
+ i
 ; 12<:
(4.13)
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From these inequalities, we easily check the desired inequality (4.12).
We remark that the term dk is the coecient of the cosine series of the function sin
2 x and
hence for any − 12<, dk converges to zero as k goes to innity by the Riemann{Lebesgue lemma.
Bounds (4.13) of dk give the same conclusion as the Riemann{Lebesgue lemma. However, we can
only give the uniform bounds of dk for the case − 12<< 0.
Using the above inequality (4.12), we get the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Let n(x) be dened by (4:11). Then we have
jn(x)j6Cn; (4.14)
where
n =
8>>>><
>>>>:
[n=2]; − 12<< 0;
1

+ log
1

+ log([n=2] + ); 0<<
1
2
;
1; 12<
(4.15)
and
C =
p

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
 (+ 1=2) (+ 1)
 ; − 12<< 0; (+ 1=2) ()
 ; 0<< 12 ; (+ 1=2) (+ 1) ()2
 2− (1− ) ; 12<< 1; (+ 1=2) (+ 1) ()2
 1− 1 ; > 1:
(4.16)
Here [x] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x.
Proof. Since
jn(x)j6
[n=2]X
j=0
00 jd2jj;
relation (4.14) follows from (4.12) and the relations
nX
k=0
1
k + 
6
1

+
Z n
0
1
x + 
dx; 0<< 12
and
1X
k=0
1
(+ k − 1)(+ k) = limn!1
nX
k=0

1
+ k − 1 −
1
+ k

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6
8>>><
>>>:
2− 
(1− ) ;
1
2<< 1;
1
− 1 ; > 1:
Using (4.9), (4.10), (4.14){(4.16), we have the following.
Theorem 4.4. Let 
Nk (x) be dened by (4:6). Then we have
Nk (x)6CG(N; k); (4.17)
where C is a constant independent of N and k and G(N; k) are dened by
G(N; k) =
8>><
>>:
N + k + jN − kj; − 12<< 0;
1 + log(N + k + 1) + log(jN − kj+ 1); 0<< 12 ;
1; 12<:
(4.18)
From (4.5), (4.17) and (4.18), we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Let N = 2n; n = 2; 3; : : : ; and assume that f(z) is single-valued and analytic inside
and on . Let h(x) =f(cos x). Then the error EN (h; x) given in (4:5) is bounded independently of
x by
jEN (h; x)j6C
1X
k=0
0G(N; k)
VNk (f) ; (4.19)
where VNk (f) and G(N; k) are given in (4:2) and (4:18); respectively; and the constant C is
dependent of .
Dene
EN+N=(h; x):=Q(h; x)− QN+N=(h; x);  = 2; 4: (4.20)
Then, by the same argument as in [5] and the previous results, we get the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Let N =2n; n=2; 3; : : : and assume that f(z) is single valued and analytic inside and
on . Let h(x) = f(cos x). Further; let V
N+N=
k (f);  = 2; 4, denote a contour integral dened by
VN+N=k (f) =
1
2i
I

~Uk(z)f(z) dz
!N+1(z)fTN=(z)− cos 2g ; k>0: (4.21)
Then; we have
jEN+N=(h; x)j6C
1X
k=0
0
VN+N=k (f)


jcos 2jG(N; k) +

G

N +
N

; k

+ G

N − N

; k

; (4.22)
where 4 = 316 ; 2 =
3
8 and C is a constant independent of N .
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Finally, to estimate the bounds of VNk (f) and V
N+N=
k (f) in (4.2) and (4.21), respectively, we
follow the procedure of [5]. Suppose that f(z) is a meromorphic function which has M simple poles
at the points zm; m= 1; 2; : : : ; M , outside  with residues Resf(zm). Dene
r = min
16m6M
jzm +
q
z2m − 1j> 1: (4.23)
Then, from [5, (3:18) and (3:23)], (4.2) and (4.21), we see that <r and
jVNk (f)j6r−k jVN0 (f)j=O(r−k−N ) (4.24)
and
jVN+N=k (f)j6r−k jVN+N=0 (f)j=O(r−k−N−N=): (4.25)
Further, from [5, (3:17) and (3:20)], we can see that
jVN0 (f)j 
r
r2 − 1 ja
N
N j (4.26)
and VN+N=0 (f)  aN+N=N+N= 4rr2 − 1 ; (4.27)
where aNN =2 and a
N+N=
N+N= are the coecients of the last term in the truncated cosine series (2.6) and
(3.8), respectively. The constant r dened in (4.23) can be estimated from the asymptotic behavior
of faNk g [11].
Dene a function H (n; r; ) as follows;
H (n; r; ) =
8>>><
>>>:
rn + n(1− 2r + r2+n)
rn(r − 1)2 ; −
1
2<< 0;
r + 1
2(r − 1) ;
1
2<
(4.28)
and, if 0<< 12 ,
H (n; r; ) =− 1
2(r − 1)2 (r
−n(4n− 4r − 4nr + rn − r2+n
+2(−1 + r)rn

−1 +

−1 + 2 1
rn

r

log(1 + n)
−2(−1 + r)2log(1 + 2n))): (4.29)
Then we can see that, for any r > 1,
H (n; r; ) =
8>><
>>:
O(n); − 12<< 0;
O(log(n)); 0<< 12 ;
O(1); 12<:
(4.30)
By (4.24){(4.27) and the Lemmas 4.5{4.6, we obtain the following error estimate.
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Theorem 4.7. Let N=2n; n=2; 3; : : : ; and suppose that f(z) is a meromorphic function which has M
simple poles at the points zm; m=1; 2; : : : ; M outside  with residues Resf(zm). Let h(x)=f(cos x)
and r =min16m6M jzm +
p
z2m − 1j> 1. Then the errors EN (h; x) and EN+N=(h; x); = 2; 4; dened
in (4:5) and (4:20); respectively; can be bounded independently of x as follows:
jEN (h; x)j6C rr2 − 1 ja
N
N jH (N; r; ) (4.31)
and
jEN+N=(h; x)j6C 4rr2 − 1 ja
N+N=
N+N=j(H (N + N=; r; )
+H (N − N=; r; ) + jcos 2jH (N; r; )); (4.32)
where H (n; r; ) are dened in (4:28) and (4:29) and the constants C are dependent of .
We remark that the error estimates (4.31) and (4.32) for the quadrature rules QN (h; x) and
QN+N=(h; x), respectively, are independent of the locations of poles x. In particular, the error bounds
given in (4.31) and(4.32) can be estimated using (2.8), (3.7) and(4.30) if the function values h(j=N )
are known. This fact enables us to construct the automatic algorithm discussed in the last of Section
3 and use the approximate polynomials pN (x) and pN+N=(x) common to the set of the integrals
Q(h; x) for a set of values of poles x if a stopping criterion is satised.
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